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In this paper, a method is presented for information sharing in production networks with large numbers
of autonomous work systems for the purpose of maintaining constant dynamic properties when the
structure of physical order ﬂows between the work systems is omni-directional and variable. It is shown
that information sharing is necessary if undesirable behaviors such as oscillation or slow response are to
be avoided. A method for designing the dynamic properties of such networks is presented along with a
method for distributed computation and communication of information needed to locally compensate
for the expected order ﬂows from other work systems.
ß 2009 CIRP.

1. Introduction
The ability to establish and maintain desirable dynamic behavior
is essential in production networks. This can be a particularly
signiﬁcant challenge when the individual work systems in a network
have high levels of local autonomy, and cooperation and information
sharing are used to ensure effective operation, rather than
centralized control. Production networks are known to exhibit
unfavorable dynamic behavior; for example, inventory levels can
oscillate in supply chains as organizations respond individually to
variations in orders [1]. Decentralized planning and control methods
are an increasingly important alternative to centralized control of
production networks; however, achieving effective cooperation and
choosing the appropriate level of autonomy are signiﬁcant
challenges in design of these autonomous logistic systems [2–4].
Due to the complexity of interactions between decision-making
entities in production networks, modeling their behavior also is a
challenge [5,6]. Two-level models have been developed that combine
control of Work In Progress (WIP) with control of backlog [7] and ﬁnal
inventory [8]. Application of control theory to the production
inventory problem has been reviewed [9], and control-theoretic
approaches have been used to model supply chain management
including the use of differential equations to study the stability of
adjustments in inventories and production rates [10]. Autonomous
work systems require coupling structures that create the information-based interactions necessary to ensure that local actions are
globally effective [11], and the control laws and heuristic rules chosen
need to create well-behaved network dynamics including desired
responsiveness, absence of oscillatory behavior, and robustness in
the presence of uncertainties. There is a need to limit the propagation
of disturbances in a production network and to ensure that the
dynamic behavior of the network remains as designed and does not
change unpredictably or unfavorably with time.
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It is shown in this paper, through dynamic system analysis, that
when the structure of order ﬂows between the work systems is omnidirectional and variable, there can be variations in the fundamental
dynamic behavior of the work systems and the production network. It
is also shown that information coupling created by sharing of orderﬂow structure information can produce desired and consistent
dynamic behavior when the order-ﬂow information is accurate. A
method for designing the dynamic properties of a network is
presented along with a method for distributed computation and
communication of information needed to locally compensate for the
expected order ﬂows from other work systems.
2. Dynamic model
The WIP regulation topology for autonomous work systems
shown in Fig. 1 was analyzed in which order-ﬂow information is
shared to anticipate and compensate for the expected dynamic
effects of physical order ﬂows between work systems. The work
systems adjust capacity with the objective of maintaining a desired
amount of local WIP, a logistic variable that is readily measured [12].
The desired WIP can be locally speciﬁed or planned at a higher level
by entities outside the network, and it need not be constant. It is
assumed that local capacity is periodically adjusted, daily or weekly
for example. T is the time period between capacity adjustments (for
example, one shop calendar day). WIP is assumed to be regulated
using adjustments in full capacity that are delayed by time dT, d time
periods, representing the realities of labor contracts and other
logistic issues that prevent instantaneous adjustment of capacity.
Fig. 2 shows the dynamic model of a network of N work systems.
Time-domain deﬁnitions of the vectors in the model, elements of
which are shown in Fig. 1, are as follows:
i(kT)

actual rates at which orders are input to the work
systems from sources external to the network;

wd ðkTÞ

work disturbances such as rush orders and order
cancellations;
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Fig. 1. WIP regulation in work system n, in which order-ﬂow structure is cooperatively determined for the purpose of establishing and maintaining constant fundamental
dynamic properties.

wi p p ðkTÞ

desired WIP;

systems is represented by

i0 (kT)

expected input rates from sources external to the
network;

Q 0 ðkTÞ ¼ ðI  P 0 ðkTÞÞ

cf(kT)

full capacity as determined by the capacity
adjustment policy;

The transfer equations relating wi pa ðzÞ and ca(z) to the inputs i(z),
wd ðzÞ, wi p p ðzÞ, i0 (z) and cd(z) when P0 , P and Po are constant:

cd(kT)

capacity disturbances such as operator illness and
equipment failure;

wi pa ðzÞ ¼ ðð1  z1 ÞI þ kc TðI  P T ÞðI  P 0 Þ

ca(kT)

1

T

(1)

1
T 1 ðdþ1Þ

z

Þ

ðTz1 iðzÞ

T 1 ðdþ1Þ

actual capacity.

þ ð1  z1 Þwd ðzÞ þ kc TðI  P T ÞðI  P 0 Þ

These represent continuous variables that are assumed to be
constant over time kT  t < (k + 1)T where k = 0, 1, 2, . . . The total
orders that have been input to and output from the work systems
up to time kT are represented in the time domain by wi ðkTÞ and
wo ðkTÞ, respectively. Capacity limits, buffer size limitations,
setup times, transportation times, variations in delay with
capacity adjustment magnitude, etc. are not modeled. Orders
are used as the dependent variable rather than hours of work
content, with the assumption that orders are conserved as they
move from work system to work system [13]. The units of work
are orders and the units of capacity are orders per shop calendar
day (orders/scd).
The following also are assumed to be constant over time
kT  t < (k + 1)T: P0 (kT), a matrix in which each element p0 (kT)nj
represents the expected fraction of the orders ﬂowing out of work
system n that ﬂow into work system j; P(kT), a matrix in which
each element p(kT)nj represents the actual fraction of the orders
ﬂowing out of work system n that ﬂow into work system j; Po(kT), a
diagonal matrix in which element po(kT)nn represents the actual
fraction of orders ﬂowing out of work system n that ﬂow out of the
network. P(kT) and Po(kT) represent the actual structure of order
ﬂow in the network. The information coupling between the work

z

wi p p ðzÞ

1
0T
1 0

 TðI  P T ÞðI  P Þ

i ðzÞ þ TðI  P T Þz1 cd ðzÞÞ

z

(2)
1
T 1 ðdþ1Þ

c a ðzÞ ¼ ðð1  z1 ÞI þ kc TðI  P T ÞðI  P 0 Þ
T 1

 zðdþ1Þ iðzÞ þ kc ðI  P 0 Þ
T 1

 kc ðI  P 0 Þ

z

Þ

T 1

ðkc TðI  P 0 Þ

ð1  z1 Þzd wd ðzÞ
T 1

ð1  z1 Þzd wi p p ðzÞðI  P 0 Þ

 ð1  z1 Þc d ðzÞÞ

ð1  z1 Þi0 ðzÞ
(3)

Fundamental dynamic properties of the network then are
described by the roots of
T 1 ðdþ1Þ

detðð1  z1 ÞI þ kc TðI  P T ÞðI  P 0 Þ

z

Þ¼0

(4)

3. Selection of control parameter value
In Figs. 1 and 2, a lower value of control parameter kc tends to
produce a more slow-acting dynamic system and, within limits, a
higher value of kc tends to produce a more fast-acting system.
While each work system could have a different value of this control
parameter, here it is assumed to be the same throughout the

Fig. 2. WIP regulation in a network of autonomous work systems.
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network. If the actual order-ﬂow structure is approximately equal
to the expected structure (P(kT)  P0 (kT)), then it can be observed
in Eq. (4) that the fundamental dynamic properties of the network
are not a function of order ﬂow structure and can be established by
choosing kc, given T and d. If it is desired to avoid slow or oscillatory
response to turbulence, then
kc ¼

d

d

(5)

dþ1

ðd þ 1Þ

can be chosen, which results in two equal real roots, each
associated with characteristic time:

t¼

T
lnðdÞ  lnðd þ 1Þ

(6)

that tend to dominate the dynamic properties of both the
individual work systems and the network.
4. Example with omni-directional order-ﬂow structure
Consider an example in which one order type (120 orders out of
a total of 659 orders) ﬂows from shearing-sawing to quality control
to heat treatment, creating the omni-directional order-ﬂow
structure shown in Fig. 3. If it is assumed that this order-ﬂow
structure does not vary with time, then
3
2
0 106=341 235=341
0
0
60
0
0
68=401 324=401 7
6
7
(7)
P¼6
0
0
100=236 129=236 7
7
60
40
0
0
0
148=295 5
0
0
0
120=616
0

Fig. 3. Omni-directional order-ﬂow structure example.

shown in Fig. 4, along with the responses without order-ﬂow
information sharing, calculated using Eqs. (2) with P0 = 0.
5. Cooperative determination of order-ﬂow structure

1

With T = 1 scd, d = 1, and kc = 0.25 scd calculated using Eq. (5),
the transfer functions for change in WIP in the heat treatment and
quality control work systems as a function of work disturbances at
the heat treatment work system, calculated using Eq. (2), are

Dwi pa ðzÞ4
wd ðzÞ4

Dwi pa ðzÞ5
wd ðzÞ4

¼

zðz  1Þ

(8)

ðz  0:5Þ2

¼0

(9)

while the transfer functions without order-ﬂow information
sharing, calculated using Equation (2) with P0 = 0 are

Dwi pa ðzÞ4
wd ðzÞ4

Dwi pa ðzÞ5
wd ðzÞ4

2

¼

zðz  1Þðz  0:5Þ
ðz  0:7796Þðz  0:2204Þðz2  z þ 0:3282Þ

(10)

¼

0:12542zðz  1Þ
ðz  0:7796Þðz  0:2204Þðz2  z þ 0:3282Þ

(11)

If the order-ﬂow structure within the network is time varying,
then the work systems need to cooperatively determine the
expected order-ﬂow structure P0 ((k + d)T) time dT in advance. Each
work system possesses its current planned WIP wipp(kT)n and its
expected input rates from sources external to the network
i0 ((k + d)T)n, which is assumed to be known time dT in advance.
If the order-ﬂow structure during period (k + d)T  t < (k + d + 1)T
is not signiﬁcantly affected by full capacities cf((k + d)T), then the
following algorithm can be used to adjust the capacity of work
system n using shared order-ﬂow information:
1. Work system n calculates cm((k + d)T)n as indicated in Fig. 1. Also,
using the orders (WIP) in its local queue, their next processing

Table 1 shows the characteristic roots, damping ratios and
characteristic times associated with these transfer functions,
demonstrating that order-ﬂow structure does not inﬂuence the
system dynamics when there is order-ﬂow information sharing.
On the other hand, characteristic time of 4.0 scd indicates
signiﬁcantly less desirable behavior for the case without orderﬂow information sharing. Responses to a 1-order step work
disturbance at the heat treatment work system with and without
information sharing, calculated using Eqs. (8) through (11), are
Table 1
Dynamic characteristics of change in WIP in response to work disturbances in the
heat treatment work system (T = 1 scd, d = 1, kc = 0.25).
Work system

Heat treatment
Quality control

With order-ﬂow information
sharing

Without order-ﬂow
information sharing

Damping

Characteristic
times [scd]

Damping

Characteristic
times [scd]

1.0
1.0
–
–

1.4
1.4
–
–

–
–
0.7

4.0
0.7
1.8

Fig. 4. Change in WIP in the heat treatment and quality control work systems in
response to a 1-order work disturbance at the heat treatment work system.
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Fig. 5. Change in WIP in a single work system in response to a 1-order work
disturbance for various expected and actual order-ﬂow structures.

step, and previously calculated capacities cf(kT), cf((k + 1)T), . . .,
cf((k + d  1)T), the work system calculates expected ﬂow
fractions p0 ((k + d)T)n = [p0 ((k + d)T)n1, p0 ((k + d)T)n2, . . ., p0 ((k +
d)T)nN].
2. Work system n sends cm((k + d)T)n and p0 ((k + d)T)n to all other
work systems in the network.
3. Work system n assembles vector cm((k + d)T) and matrix
P0 ((k + d)T) from the information received from the other work
systems, and then calculates Q0 ((k + d)T) using Eq. (1).
4. Work system n calculates its full capacity time dT in advance using
c f ððk þ dÞTÞn ¼

N
X
q0 ððk þ dÞTÞ jn cm ððk þ dÞTÞ j

(12)

j¼1

However, if the order-ﬂow structure changes signiﬁcantly as a
function of cf((k + d)T), for example when few orders are produced
in period T and their routings differ signiﬁcantly, then this
algorithm is executed iteratively as indicated in Fig. 1 until the
capacities and order-ﬂow structure converge to ﬁnal values. The
rates of change of these variables may need to be attenuated during
this iterative process to ensure convergence. The amount of data
that needs to be communicated between work systems and
computations required are relatively small and convergence can be
reached in a period that is insigniﬁcant compared to T.
6. Single work system with reentry order ﬂow
The importance of obtaining good estimates of the order-ﬂow
structure can be illustrated by considering a single work system in
which a fraction p11 of its output order ﬂow reenters the work
system. The single work system is assumed to possess an estimate
p0 11 of p11; hence, p0 11 represents the expected order-ﬂow structure
and p11 represents the actual structure. The change in WIP in
response to a 1-order work disturbance (for example, an unplanned
rush order), obtained from Eq. (2) is shown in Fig. 5 where it can be
seen that when the actual order-ﬂow structure differs from the
expected structure, dynamic properties change signiﬁcantly. A 36%
reentry order ﬂow when 0% is expected signiﬁcantly increases the
time required to recover from a work disturbance, while a 0% reentry
ﬂow when 36% is expected results in oscillatory behavior.
7. Conclusions
It has been shown through control-theoretic dynamic analysis
that a WIP regulation topology for autonomous work systems that

includes order-ﬂow information sharing can lead to more favorable
and more consistent fundamental dynamic behavior. The goal of this
dynamic consistency is to allow the responsiveness of regulation to
be chosen (designed) and relied upon in network operation. There is
a high level of autonomy because only local information is shared
between work systems. Information is gathered and shared when it
is needed rather than being archived either within the work systems
or in a centralized network database.
It has been shown in this paper that variations in the coupling
between work systems created by omni-directional physical order
ﬂows can be result in variation in the fundamental dynamic
behavior of the work systems and the production network. It is also
shown that information coupling created by sharing of order-ﬂow
structure information can produce desired and consistent dynamic
behavior when the order-ﬂow information is accurate. As
illustrated in Fig. 4, order-ﬂow information sharing curtails
propagation of turbulence to downstream work systems. On the
other hand, as illustrated in Fig. 5, and inaccurate compensation for
order-ﬂow structure can result in dynamic behavior that deviates
from that desired, potentially becoming oscillatory or requiring
longer time periods to react to disturbances than designed.
A method was presented for choosing a value of control
parameter kc that improves responsiveness without producing
oscillation, and an algorithm has been presented for distributed
computation and communication of information needed to locally
compensate for the expected order ﬂows from other work systems.
Delay in capacity adjustment has been included to represent the
inability to make instantaneous adjustments, but non-linear
variations in cost, delay and feasibility with capacity adjustment
magnitude have not been modeled. Other logistic issues have not
been addressed including the effects of capacity limits, buffer
capacities, setup times, transportation times, starvation of work
systems when WIP is low, and modeling the work content of orders.
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